CYBER NATION CENTRAL
PRESS RELEASE
Cyber Nation Central launches as premier Cyberspace Defense Ecosystem of cybersecurity-centric advisory,
think tank expertise, growth venture funding, and technology distribution.
New York, NY, January 14, 2020 -- Cyber Frontiers, a premier industry-and-government-focused cybersecurity
strategy advisory firm, announced today that it spun off its cybersecurity and corporate advisory as well as cybersecurity
growth venture activities, reverse-merging them into and building on their strengths to launch Cyber Nation Central – a
Cyberspace Defense Ecosystem for industry and governments (www.cybernationcentral.com).
Founder, CEO and Co-Chief Investment Officer, Andrzej Cetnarski – tech entrepreneur, former UBS tech and real estate
investment banker and US Congressional staffer, Wharton MBA and cybersecurity policy MC/MPA alum of the Harvard
Kennedy School of Government, said “Cyber Nation Central has a singular vision: to advance technological and strategic
solutions to the world’s most significant challenges in cyberspace defense and cybersecurity, specifically those affecting
our citizens, organizations, and nation states’ sovereignty, security, and privacy in the digital age. In so doing, we aspire
to help create more cybersecure and scalable renditions of our physical nations, our institutions, and our citizens. We are
humbled by the task at hand and look forward with excitement towards continuously working with our growing global
network of industry and government partners and our growth venture founders to bring this vision closer to reality.”
Cyber Nation Central seeks to fulfill its vision in 3 distinct and highly synergistic ways, by:
1. Helping define the future’s most critical cyberspace security problems, especially those at the intersection of:
- Transportation, defense, and healthcare sectors;
- Loss of life, profit, and reputation; and
- Infringement on national security and on national and individual citizens’ digital sovereignty;
2. Helping growth venture founders build best-in-class technologies that address those problems and putting those
technologies into the hands of Cyber Nation Central’s industry and government partners, in the US and around the
globe, who are doing their share to help secure our world;
3. Helping global leaders in industry and governments come up with further strategic solutions to those problems.
Focused on fostering a strong public-private partnership, Cyber Nation Central seeks to spur cybersecurity tech
innovation by using the strength of its advisory and think tank expertise to help build innovative companies.
Simultaneously, the ecosystem seeks to bring that innovation and that advisory and think tank expertise to corporate
and government leaders seeking serious technological and strategic solutions to some of the most pressing problems
facing the cybersecurity of national infrastructure, specifically in the areas of autonomous and connected systems of
Transportation, Defense and Healthcare sectors, and specifically their vehicles, logistics, and critical infrastructure.
Cyber Nation Central serves predominantly industry & government leaders, cyberspace defense technology growth
ventures, limited-partner investors interested in cybersecurity technology investing, and acquisition teams of
cybersecurity technologies. The ecosystem aims to serve these four main stakeholders through its four distinct and highly
synergistic product areas: Cyber Nation Advisory, Cyber Nation Think Tank, Cyber Nation Ventures, and Cyber Nation
Distribution. To find out more, visit www.cybernationcentral.com.
For an electronic copy of this Press Release, please visit www.cybernationcentral.com/media
Cyber Nation Central is an industry-and-government-executive-leadership-focused cyberspace defense ecosystem
with a mission of helping drive the creation of cybersecure renditions of our physical nations for the United States and
its global partners. Its global headquarters are in New York, NY.
Cyber Frontiers, as of Cyber Nation Central’s launch, has re-focused its activities under the brand of Cyber Sovereign,
transferring the use of the Cyber Frontiers brand to Cyber Nation Central and itself becoming a family office focused on
cybersecurity technology investments.
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